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Abstract
The h-extra connectivity is an important parameter to measure the reliability
and fault tolerance ability of large interconnection networks. The k-ary n-
cube is an important interconnection network of parallel computing systems.
The 1-restricted connectivity of k-ary n-cubes has been obtained by Chen
et al. for k ≥ 4 in [6]. Nevertheless, the h-extra connectivity of 3-ary n-
cubes has not been obtained yet. In this paper we prove that the 1-extra
connectivity of 3-ary n-cube is 4n− 3 for n ≥ 2 and the 2-extra connectivity
of 3-ary n-cube is 6n− 7 for n ≥ 3.
Keywords: 3-ary n-cubes, extra connectivity, super connectivity,
interconnection networks
1. Introduction
Concurrent systems incorporating a large number of processors have got
much development in recent years. Communication network is the critical
component of a concurrent supercomputer. Many algorithms are communica-
tion rather than processing limited. In some cases, the reliability of multipro-
cessor systems is quite important. Connectivity and edge connectivity are
traditional measures of the reliability of a communication network. Later
on, restricted connectivity, restricted edge connectivity, super connectivity
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and super edge connectivity are proposed as generalizations of connectivity
and edge connectivity to better measure the reliability of communication
networks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The h-extra connectivity and h-extra edge con-
nectivity of interconnection networks are introduced by Fa´brega and Fiol [7]
in 1994. The 1-extra connectivity and The 1-extra edge connectivity are su-
per connectivity and super edge connectivity respectively. Thus, the h-extra
connectivity and the h-extra edge connectivity are generalizations of super
connectivity and super edge connectivity. So they can be used to better
measure the fault tolerance ability of interconnection networks. Xu et al.[8]
and Zhu et al.[9] studied the extra connectivity and extra edge connectivity
measures of some interconnection networks.
The k-ary n-cube Qkn has been used in the design of several concurrent
computers[2, 10]. It has many good topological properties, for example,
low degree and diameter, efficient distributed routing algorithms, low cost
embedding of other topologies and so on. Some properties of the k-ary n-
cube network have been investigated, such as resource placement, routing
[11], etc. In this paper, the h(h = 1, 2)-extra connectivity of the 3-ary
n-cube Q3n will be determined.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Definition and preliminaries
are given in section II. Section III and Section IV discuss the 1-extra connec-
tivity and the 2-extra connectivity of 3-ary n-cubes respectively. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Section V.
2. Preliminaries
For all the terminologies and notations not defined here, we follow [12].
For a graph G = (V,E) and S ⊂ V (G) or S ⊂ G, we use NG(S) to denote
the set of neighboring vertices of S in G−S, when it is easy to know from the
context what G denotes, it is usually simplified with N(S). We use AG(S)
to denote the union of S and NG(S). And similarly AG(S) can be simplified
with A(S). That is, NG(S) = {v ∈ V (G) − S | ∃ u ∈ S such that (u, v) ∈
E(G)}, AG(S) = NG(S) ∪ S. Given two vertex disjoint graphs G1, G2 with
the same order, let M is a perfect matching between V (G1) and V (G2), the
graph G1
⊕
G2 is defined as follows: V (G1
⊕
G2) = V (G1) ∪ V (G2) and
E(G1
⊕
G2) = E(G1) ∪ E(G2) ∪M .
In [7], J.Fa`brega and M.A. Fiol introduced the extra connectivity of in-
terconnection networks as below.
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Definition 1. [7] An vertex-set S ⊆ V (G) is called a h-extra vertex-cut
if G − S is disconnected and every component of G − S has more than h
vertices. The h-extra connectivity of G, denoted by κh(G), is defined as the
cardinality of a minimum h-extra vertex-cut.
In particular, the 1-extra vertex-cut is called as the extra vertex-cut and
the 1-extra connectivity is called as the extra connectivity. Clearly, κ0(G) =
κ(G) for any graph G if G is not a complete graph.
In this paper, Lee weight and Lee distance will be used to explore the
properties of 3-ary n-cubes. And node labels will be written as x1x2 · · ·xn
rather than n-tuples (x1, x2, ..., xn).
Definition 2. Lee weight [13]: Let x = x1x2 · · ·xn, where 0 ≤ xi ≤ k for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, be an n-digit radix k vector. The Lee weight of x is defined as
WL(x) =
∑n
i=1 |xi|, where |xi| = min(xi, k − xi).
Definition 3. Lee distance [13]: For any two an n-digit radix k vectors x, y,
the Lee distance between them, denoted by DL(x, y), is the Lee weight of
their bit-wise difference (mod k). That is, DL(x, y) = WL(x− y).
For example, for k = n = 4, x = 0123, y = 3210, WL(x) = 0 + 1 + 2 +
|4− 3| = 4, DL(x, y) = WL(x− y) = WL(3113) = |4− 3|+ 1 + 1 + |4− 3| = 4.
In a k-ary n-cube, denoted by Qkn, where k is referred to as the radix and n
as the dimension, each node can be identified by an n-digits radix k address
x1x2 · · · xn, where 0 ≤ xi ≤ k for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Two nodes with addresses
x = x1x2 · · ·xn and y = y1y2 · · · yn in a k-ary n-cube have an edge if and only
if DL(x, y) = 1. Therefore, each node is connected to two neighboring nodes
in each dimension. So the k-ary n-cube is an 2n-regular graph. The k-ary 1-
cube is the well-known ring, while the k-ary 2-cube and k-ary 3-cube are best
known as the torus; a variation of the mesh with wraparound connections.
Note that when k = 2 the network collapses to the well-known hypercube
topology. Fig. 1 shows some examples of 3-ary n-cubes.
Given two vertices x = x1x2 · · ·xn and y = y1y2 · · · yn in a k-ary n-cube,
the Lee distance DL(x, y) is also the distance between them. So Lee distance
can be used to explore the properties of k-ary n-cubes.
Lemma 1. For any two vertices x, y ∈ V (Q3n), DL(x, y) = l iff x, y have
exactly l different digits.
3
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Figure 1: Examples of 3-ary n-cubes: Q31 and Q
3
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Proof: Suppose x = x1x2 · · ·xn, y = y1y2 · · · yn. For any i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n},
yi − xi (mod 3) =
{
0, yi = xi
1, yi 6= xi (1)
Since DL(x, y) = WL(x− y) =
∑n
i=1 yi − xi(mod 3), the result follows.
The i-th position from the left of the n-digit radix 3 string x1x2 · · ·xn
is called as the i-th dimension of Q3n. Given an i(1 ≤ i ≤ n), let jQ3n−1 =
{x1x2 · · ·xn|xi = j}, where j = 0, 1, 2. Then the spanning subgraph of
jQ3n−1 is isomorphic to a 3-ary (n − 1)-cube. Thus, a 3-ary n-cube can
be divided into 3 vertex-disjoint 3-ary (n − 1)-cubes, denoted by Q3n =
0Q3n−1
⊕
1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1. Given such a decomposition, by the definition
of Q3n, there is a perfect matching between V (iQ
3
n−1) and V (jQ
3
n−1), where
i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} and i 6= j.
Given a decomposition of Q3n, we define the following symbols to simplify
some expressions. For any vertex u ∈ V (iQ3n−1), we call its two neighbors
not in V (iQ3n−1) to be u’s pair vertices. By the definition of Q
k
n, u and its
two pair vertices form a triangle in Q3n. An edge (u, v) is called an i-edge if
u, v differs in their i-th dimension. In a decomposition of Q3n along the i-th
dimension, all i-edges are between different 3-ary (n − 1)-subcubes, we call
these edges as matching edges.
3. 1-extra connectivity
Lemma 2. 1) Any two adjacent vertices in Q3n have exactly one common
neighbor for n ≥ 1; 2) If any two nonadjacent vertices in Q3n have common
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neighbors, they have exactly two common neighbors for n ≥ 2.
Proof: 1) Suppose that x and y are adjacent vertices in Q3n. Let x =
x1x2 · · ·xn, then y = x1 · · ·xi−1x¯ixi+1 · · ·xn with x¯i = xi± 1 (mod 3). With-
out loss of generality, assume that x¯i = xi+1. Let z = x1 · · ·xi−1x¯ixi+1 · · ·xn,
where x¯i = xi − 1 (mod 3) = x¯i − 2 (mod 3). Then it is clear that
(x, z) ∈ E(Q3n). Since k = 3, DL(y, z) = WL(y, z) = WL(0 · · · 020 · · · 0) =
|3 − 2| = 1. Hence, (y, z) ∈ E(Q3n). Suppose x and y have another com-
mon neighbor u. Let u = x1 · · ·xj−1x¯jxj+1 · · ·xn with j 6= i. However,
DL(y, u) = WL(y, u) = WL(0 · · · 010 · · · 010 · · · 0) = 2 and this is a contradic-
tion.
2) Suppose that two nonadjacent vertices x and y in Q3n have a common
neighbor z. Then the Lee distance between x and y is 2. Let x = x1x2 · · ·xn,
then y has exactly two digits different from x by Lemma 1. We suppose
y = x1 · · · xj−1x¯jxj+1 · · ·xi−1x¯ixi+1 · · ·xn with i 6= j. Obviously, x and y
have exactly two common neighbors u = x1 · · ·xj−1x¯jxj+1 · · ·xn and v =
x1 · · ·xi−1x¯ixi+1 · · ·xn for n ≥ 2.
Lemma 3. [13] κ(Q3n) = 2n.
Lemma 4. Let x be an arbitrary vertex in Q3n, then Q
3
n−AQ3n(x) is connected
for n ≥ 2.
Proof: Given a decomposition of Q3n: Q
3
n = 0Q
3
n−1
⊕
1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1. With-
out loss of generality, suppose x ∈ V (0Q3n−1). Let x1 and x2 be x’s pair ver-
tices in V (1Q3n−1) and V (2Q
3
n−1) respectively. Since κ(Q
3
n−1) = 2n−2 > 1 for
n ≥ 2, both 1Q3n−1−{x1} and 2Q3n−1−{x2} are connected. By the definition
of Q3n, any vertex in both V (0Q
3
n−1) − AQ3n(x) and V (2Q3n−1) − {x2} has a
pair vertex in 1Q3n−1 − {x1}. Hence, Q3n − AQ3n(x) is connected.
Lemma 5. Let (u, v) be an arbitrary edge in Q3n and S = NQ3n(u, v). Then
|NQ3n(u, v)| = 4n− 3 and NQ3n(u, v) is an 1-extra vertex-cut for n ≥ 2.
Proof: It is clear that Q3n−NQ3n(u, v) is disconnected. By Lemma 2, u and v
have exactly one common neighbor, then |NQ3n(u, v)| = 2(2n−1)−1 = 4n−3.
In the following we will prove that Q3n − AQ3n(u, v) is connected.
Given a decomposition of Q3n: Q
3
n = 0Q
3
n−1
⊕
1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1 such that
u, v are not in the same 3-ary (n − 1)-subcube. Without loss of generality,
suppose u ∈ V (0Q3
n−1) and v ∈ V (1Q3n−1). By Lemma 4, both 0Q3n−1 −
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A0Q3n−1(u) and 1Q
3
n−1 − A1Q3n−1(v) are connected. Let w be the common
neighbor of u, v in 2Q3n−1. Then 2Q
3
n−1 − {w} is connected since κ(Q3n−1) =
2n−2 > 1 for n ≥ 2. By the definition of Q3n, any vertex in both V (0Q3n−1)−
A0Q3n−1(u) and V (1Q
3
n−1)− A1Q3n−1(v) has a pair vertex in V (2Q3n−1)− {w}.
Thus Q3n−AQ3n(u, v) is connected. Obviously, |Q3n−AQ3n(u, v)| = 3n− (4n−
3)− 2 ≥ 2 for n ≥ 2. Hence, NQ3n(u, v) is an 1-extra vertex-cut for n ≥ 2.
Theorem 6. κ1(Q
3
n) = 4n− 3 for n ≥ 2.
Proof: We first prove κ1(Q
3
n) ≥ 4n − 3. For this purpose, We only need to
show that for any S ⊂ V (Q3n) with |S| ≤ 4n−4, if there is no isolated vertex
in V (Q3n)− S, then Q3n − S is connected.
Given a decomposition of Q3n: Q
3
n = 0Q
3
n−1
⊕
1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1. Let Si =
V (iQ3n−1) ∩ S with i = 0, 1, 2. Then at least one of |S0|, |S1| and |S2| is
strictly less than 2(n− 1)− 1 since S0
⋂
S1
⋂
S2 = ∅ and |S0|+ |S1|+ |S2| =
|S| ≤ 4n − 4 < 6n − 6 for n ≥ 2. Without loss of generality, suppose
|S0| ≤ 2(n − 1) − 1. Then 0Q3n−1 − S0 is connected by Lemma 3. Let
H = 1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1 and H¯ = H − S. In the following we will prove that
any vertex u in V (H) can be connected to a vertex of the connected subgraph
0Q3n−1 − S0 in Q3n − S.
Let u0 be u’s pair vertex in V (0Q
3
n−1). If u0 6∈ S0, then we are done. So
we assume that u0 ∈ S0. Since there is no isolated vertex in Q3n − S, there
exists a vertex v adjacent to u in V (H). According to u0 is v’s pair vertex
or not, we consider the following two case.
Case 1 u0 is not v’s pair vertex. Then u, v ∈ V (1Q3n−1) or u, v ∈
V (2Q3n−1). Without loss of generality, suppose u, v ∈ V (1Q3n−1). Let v0
be v’s pair vertex in V (0Q3n−1). If v0 6∈ S0, then we are done. So assume
that v0 ∈ S0. By Lemma 2, |N1Q3n−1(u, v)| = 4(n − 1) − 3. Since |S0| ≤
2(n − 1) − 1 < 4(n − 1) − 3 for n ≥ 3, and there exists a perfect matching
between V (1Q3n−1) and V (0Q
3
n−1), there exists a vertex x ∈ N1Q3n−1(u, v) such
that x and its pair vertex x¯ in V (0Q3n−1) all don’t belong to S. This implies
that u can be connected to a vertex of the connected subgraph 0Q3n−1 − S0
in Q3n − S via a path passing through {u, v, x, x¯}.
Case 2 u0 is v’s pair vertex. Then u ∈ V (1Q3n−1) and v ∈ V (2Q3n−1),
or v ∈ V (1Q3n−1) and u ∈ V (2Q3n−1). Without loss of generality, suppose
u ∈ V (1Q3n−1) and v ∈ V (2Q3n−1). By Lemma 2, |NH(u, v)| = |NQ3n(u, v) −
{u0}| = 4n−3−1 = 4n−4. However, |S1|+ |S2| = |S|−|S0| ≤ |S|−|{u0}| ≤
4n− 4− 1 = 4n− 5. Thus there is a vertex w ∈ NH(u, v) such that w 6∈ S.
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Then w adjacent to u or v in V (H). Without loss of generality, suppose w is
adjacent to v. Then w ∈ V (2Q3n−1). Let w0 be w’s pair vertex in V (0Q3n−1).
If w0 6∈ S0, then we are done. So we assume that w0 ∈ S0. By Lemma 2,
|N2Q3n−1(v, w)| = 4(n − 1) − 3. Since |S0| ≤ 2(n − 1) − 1 < 4(n − 1) − 3 for
n ≥ 3, and there exists a perfect matching between V (2Q3n−1) and V (0Q3n−1),
there exists a vertex x in N2Q3n−1(v, w) such that x and its pair vertex x¯ in
V (0Q3n−1) all don’t belong to S. This implies that u can be connected to a
vertex of the connected subgraph 0Q3n−1 − S0 in Q3n − S via a path passing
through {u, v, w, x, x¯}.
So any vertex in V (H¯) can be connected to a vertex of the connected
subgraph 0Q3n−1 − S0 in Q3n − S. Therefore, Q3n − S is connected. Thus
κ1(Q
3
n) ≥ 4n − 3 for n ≥ 2. However, by Lemma 5, κ1(Q3n) ≤ 4n − 3 for
n ≥ 2.
Hence, κ1(Q
3
n) = 4n− 3 for n ≥ 2.
4. 2-extra connectivity
Lemma 7. κ2(Q
3
n) ≤ 6n− 7 for n ≥ 3.
Proof: Suppose P = (u, v, w) is a path of length two in Q3n and (u,w) 6∈
E(Q3n). Then Q
3
n −NQ3n(P ) is disconnected. By Lemma 2, u and v (resp. v
and w) have exactly one common neighbor x (resp. y), and u and w have
exactly two common neighbors v, z. By the definition of Q3n, z is different
from x and y (see Figure 2 (a) for illustration). Thus, |NQ3n(P )| = 6n − 7.
In the following we will prove that Q3n − AQ3n(u, v, w) is connected.
Given a decomposition of Q3n: Q
3
n = 0Q
3
n−1
⊕
1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1 such that
(u, v) ∈ E(0Q3n−1), and w is v’s pair vertex in V (1Q3n−1). By Lemma 2, u
has a pair vertex x in V (2Q3n−1), and v and w have a common neighbor y in
V (2Q3n−1). Clearly, 2Q
3
n−1 − {x, y} is connected for n ≥ 3. By the definition
of Q3n, any vertex in both V (0Q
3
n−1)−A0Q3n−1(u, v) and V (1Q3n−1)−A1Q3n−1(w)
has a neighbor in V (2Q3n−1)−{x, y} (see Figure 2 (b) for illustration). Thus
Q3n−AQ3n(u, v, w) is connected (see Fig. 3). Obviously, |Q3n−AQ3n(u, v, w)| =
3n − (6n− 7)− 3 > 3 for n ≥ 3. So NQ3n(u, v, w) is an 2-extra vertex-cut for
n ≥ 3.
Hence, κ2(Q
3
n) ≤ 6n− 7 for n ≥ 3.
Theorem 8. κ2(Q
3
n) ≥ 6n− 7 for n ≥ 3.
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Figure 2: Illustration for Lemma 7
Proof: For this purpose, we only need to prove that for any S ⊂ V (Q3n) with
|S| ≤ 6n − 8, if there is no isolated vertex or isolated edge in Q3n − S, then
Q3n − S is connected.
Given a decomposition of Q3n: Q
3
n = 0Q
3
n−1
⊕
1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1. Let Si =
V (iQ3n−1) ∩ S with i = 0, 1, 2. Then at least one of |S0|, |S1| and |S2| is
not more than 2(n − 1) − 1 since S0
⋂
S1
⋂
S2 = ∅ and |S0| + |S1| + |S2| =
|S| ≤ 6n − 8. Without loss of generality, suppose that |S0| ≤ 2(n − 1) − 1.
Then 0Q3n−1 − S0 is connected by Lemma 3. Let H = 1Q3n−1
⊕
2Q3n−1 and
H¯ = H − S. In the following we will prove that any vertex u in V (H¯) can
be connected to a vertex of the connected subgraph 0Q3n−1 − S0 in Q3n − S.
Let u0 be u’s pair vertex in V (0Q
3
n−1). If u0 6∈ S0, then we are done. So
assume that u0 ∈ S0. Since there is no isolated vertex in Q3n−S, there exists
a vertex v adjacent to u in V (H¯). According to u0 is v’s pair vertex or not,
we consider the following two cases.
Case 1 u0 is not v’s pair vertex. Then u, v ∈ V (1Q3n−1) or u, v ∈
V (2Q3n−1). Without loss of generality, suppose u, v ∈ V (1Q3n−1). Let v0
be v’s pair vertex in V (0Q3n−1). If v0 6∈ S0, then we are done. So assume
that v0 ∈ S0. By Lemma 2, |N1Q3n−1(u, v)| = 4(n − 1) − 3. Since |S0| ≤
2(n − 1) − 1 < 4(n − 1) − 3 for n ≥ 3, and there exists a perfect matching
between V (1Q3n−1) and V (0Q
3
n−1), there exists a vertex x ∈ N1Q3n−1(u, v) such
that x and its pair vertex x¯ in V (0Q3n−1) all don’t belong to S. This implies
that u can be connected to a vertex of the connected subgraph 0Q3n−1 − S0
in Q3n − S via a path passing through {u, v, x, x¯}.
Case 2 u0 is v’s pair vertex. Then u ∈ V (1Q3n−1) and v ∈ V (2Q3n−1),
or v ∈ V (1Q3n−1) and u ∈ V (2Q3n−1). Without loss of generality, suppose
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u ∈ V (1Q3n−1) and v ∈ V (2Q3n−1). Since there is no isolated edge in Q3n − S,
there exists a vertex w adjacent to u or v in V (H). Without loss of generality,
suppose w is adjacent to v. Then w ∈ V (2Q3n−1) Let w0 be w’s pair vertex
in V (0Q3n−1). If w0 6∈ S0, then we are done. So we assume that w0 ∈ S0.
By Lemma 2, |N2Q3n−1(v, w)| = 4(n − 1) − 3. Since |S0| ≤ 2(n − 1) − 1 <
4(n−1)−3 for n ≥ 3, and there exists a perfect matching between V (2Q3n−1)
and V (0Q3n−1), there exists a vertex x in N2Q3n−1(v, w) such that x and its
pair vertex x¯ in V (0Q3n−1) all don’t belong to S. This implies that u can be
connected to a vertex of the connected subgraph 0Q3n−1 − S0 in Q3n − S via
a path passing through {u, v, w, x, x¯}.
So any vertex in V (H¯) can be connected to a vertex of the connected
subgraph 0Q3n−1 − S0 in Q3n − S. Therefore, Q3n − S is connected.
Hence, κ2(Q
3
n) ≥ 6n− 7 for n ≥ 3.
By Lemma 7 and Theorem 8, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. κ2(Q
3
n) = 6n− 7 for n ≥ 3.
5. Conclusions and future research
In this paper, we have obtained, for the first time, the 1-extra connectivity
(the super connectivity) and the 2-extra connectivity of 3-ary n-cubes. The
main results of this paper are as follows:
κ1(Q
3
n) = 4n− 3 for n ≥ 2; κ2(Q3n) = 6n− 7 for n ≥ 3.
The tools we have used to determine the 1-extra connectivity and the 2-
extra connectivity of 3-ary n-cubes is Lee distance. Using Lee distance we
have showed that 3-ary n-cubes can be decomposed into 3 vertex disjoint
(n − 1)-subcubes along any dimension. We believe this property will be
useful in the study of other properties of 3-ary n-cubes, for example, the
diagnosability and conditional diagnosability of 3-ary n-cubes both under
the PMC model and Comparison model. In the future, we will explore the
conditional diagnosability of k-ary n-cubes both under the PMC model and
Comparison model.
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